Abstract: Research about religiosity concept to islamic education in era modernisation. Problem that appear is in era modernisation right now all of inclined character work wide and individual. Wherever should to islamic education able increase individual quality with involve value that mean to concept religiousity for overcome inclination society so that good produce the generation strong belief, individual sturdy, and intelektual sturdy. What is concept religiousity at islamic education in era modernisation have close relationship. the purpose of this research is to find out. What is the concept of religiosity on islamic research in the modern era. right now the method used is library research. and qualitative method the importance of understanding religiousity in islamic education in the face up to globalisation era right now. because religion is a way of life that contains rules that must be practiced in the order to be able to change and shape into insanul kamil.
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Introduction

Human perfection does not only lie in its form. But also the potential possessed, namely the learning process that is not possessed by other creatures. With a big enough opportunity to learn all the science, making human beings as unique creatures. Knowledge that is very complex makes people the highest in life to regulate life. Learning becomes a part that is commanded by Allah, the process begins since birth until death picks up in Islam to get the glory of learning must be involved when the process of interaction between learning and teaching takes place. So it can be concluded that education is an activity carried out by humans to change the mindset for the better with knowledge and noble character by implementing through behavior change. The process of changing behavior in humans to become better human beings is one of the definitions of learning, that is, from what is not now become know, from a little to a lot to gain treasures of knowledge that can be. In the concept of Islamic religious education in the modern era here is always sourced from the Koran and the Sunnah is an interesting thing to study because the concept of religiosity in Islamic religious education must be recommended precisely to students how to behave well to the teacher and the material in learn this is a part that can not be separated from the religious concept of Islamic religious education. What things need to be applied or avoided in the perception of the concept of religiosity in Islamic religious education, moreover this goal contains a theological reasoning that is to glorify God. That's how the character is hidden behind religious humans. So valuable that so few people have that character. If there are not many religious people, is memnag human scientifically religious?

Religiosity is derived from the English language "religion" which means religion and then religiosity is interpreted as a person's spiritual expression related to the belief system of values and applicable laws, where in this era of eramodern many differences in the understanding of religion and the many differences in one's belief in Islamic religion that the source is mostly from non-quran and hadith. In this case there is also a religious culture which is one of the methods of comprehensive value education. Because in its realization there are values, role models, and preparation of young people so that they can be independent by teaching and facilitating moral decisions in a responsible manner and other life skills. Therefore, it can be said
to realize religious concepts both within the school or community. is an effort to internalize religious values into students. Actually, in the human soul itself has planted a seed of faith that can feel the existence of God. This kind of taste is natural. This is what is called religious instinct. Religious beliefs are beliefs or doctrines of God.

Formulation of the problem:
1. What is the relationship between the concept of religiosity with Islamic education in modern?
2. Are there any good or bad impacts of the concept of religiosity on Islamic religious education in the modern era now?
3. Is there a role for religion in modern society?
4. Is there a relationship between religious concepts and consulsive behavior for Islamic religious education students at the North Sumatra Muhammadiyah University?

Purpose of the Problem:
- Can understand the relevance of the concept of religious religious education in the modern era of Islamic education
- Can explain the good or bad effects of this concept
- Know the role of religion that exists in society in the modern era as it is today
- In order to know the relationship between the concept of religiosity with consulsive behavior for students at the university

Discussion
This study was conducted in order to show that the concept of religiosity for the majority of students generally has a good nature of religiosity, because it is proven by the motivation to learn Islamic education also shows that most students have a significant relationship between religiosity with the motivation of Islamic religious education to participants students. The relation of the concept of religiosity with Islamic religious education is because religious religiosity is manifested in various aspects of human life because religious activities do not only occur when someone is not just do worship but also when doing other activities such as learning, so religion is a system that has many dimensions besides religion, it is a system of symbols, beliefs, values, and behaviors, all of which are centered on issues that are lived in as the most meaningful. Correct understanding of religious concepts with regard to Islamic religious education, cause with this relationship will form individuals who appear leadership, initiative, responsibility, optimism, honesty, passion and tolerance.

Besides the good or bad impact of the concept of religiosity for Islamic religious education does not have a bad impact because, seen from religion, and science are two sides that can not be separated from each other. Because, what is taught by religion never leads to a negative direction, because the religion of Islam is a perfect religion. Therefore, the need to understand the concept of complete religiosity for Islamic religious education that comes from the Qur'an and Sunnah so that Islamic doctrines that are contrary to Islamic ideology are no longer distorted.

The role of religion in the life of modern society in the rapid development of this era is very open opportunities to form a Muslim society, Building the value of goodness at that time the value of humanitarian monotheism of tolerance was in the midst of Javanese culture to embrace Islam. In this life the community through changes that become an orientation that will interpret religion in people's lives. So the religion that develops in a science, especially Islam, therefore religion has a universal universal nature in people's lives. However, in the community environment cultural factors will arise in religion. Religion and cultural reality there is a possibility that occurs in religion there is no real reality in cultural reality. Religion will develop by following a society that adapts to the environment. So the development of religion in society always appears construction elements and structures in human thinking, the community at this
time has made interpretations in religious teachings. But in religion, religious law and lifestyle carried out by the community, then this is what is unique in this religious phenomenon itself.

In modern society can be viewed with a unique or strange because religious beliefs seem irrational. That religion which was previously a guideline in Muslim life is a result of current modern times with all new cultures with various forms of new streams that come or are present because religious cultural factors seem to be a problem in matters, so in the meantime social life and daily life the community seemed to be left with religious values that existed in this life. However, not everyone is called a modern society that is so forgetful of the old religious and cultural values with moral and social values. Modern society that has a rational mind by following existing developments with needs that are effective and beneficial for their lives and still pay attention to their adverse effects. Symbolic public life does not think about going forward in life. Modern society in life really needs a balance in terms of preference and sacred. So in the relationship of religion will play a role in an alternative direction by way of life through the mind in a matter of material. Religion in life as an individual really has a function and role which is between the two systems in norms. Then the norms that encourage behavior and behavior that will be in line with religious beliefs that have been adopted and strengthen religion by understanding monotheism correctly and maintaining the aqeedah that exists in each self.

So religion is very important in life, so humans really need religion because without religion a person has no basis or no direction because religion is the most powerful guide and guide in the life of every human being on this earth. governing in a community life.

Muhammadiyah University of North Sumatra is one of the first private tertiary institutions in the field with A accreditation, which has a very strong religious or religious basis. almost all activities carried out at this university are related to religion, for the depth learned from the campus extracurricular activities and the daily life of its students at the university also requires new students outside the city to live in the girls’ dormitory. in the daily life of the female dormitory besides worshiping or praying in congregation, this hostel also provides a place of facilities and infrastructure for recitation of tafizul quran or other religious activities. This is because environmental factors play a very large role in the formation of students’ consulsive behavior so that many of the students at Muhammadiyah universities are affected to behave consulsively, especially when it is difficult to find onlineshop on various social media in Medan for example. students who behave consulsively need control, both internal control and external control.

Internal control grows within each individual, one of which is religion or religion, while external control is help or control from others or the environment. consumption of goods and services that are not a basic need (tambunan: 2007) Consumptive behavior is the behavior of consumers who utilize the value of money greater than the value of its population for goods and services that are not a basic need (s. grace of heart: 2015). more specifically consumptive explains about the desire to share goods that are actually less needed in excess to get maximum satisfaction (jumiati: 2009). aspects of consumer behavior : (Lina and Rosyid 1997) state that there are several aspects of consumer behavior:

1. Impulse purchases are sudden consumer purchases without a clear basis of consideration.
2. Excessive purchases are consumer purchases that are not based on clear needs and tend to be a waste of money
3. Irrational purchases are irrational consumer purchases that is only limited to following the trend

Impact of consumptive behavior:
a. Economic strand of consumptive behavior which can cause family financial problems, especially for families who are less able.

b. The psychological impact of a consumptive lifestyle can cause a consumptive lifestyle participant to become addicted to learning so that he cannot distinguish between wants and needs until eventually the individual if unable can drop out or feel inferior in order to avoid the consumptive impact on students the need to exercise self-control over consumptive behavior, one of which is the influence of religiosity on consumptive behavior. Consumptive behavior is said to be the behavior of consuming or buying an excessive item which is actually the goods lacking or not needed or caused the existence of discounts, gifts, or prestige to obtain maximum satisfaction.

While religiosity is a symbol, value, science, belief which is a universal human trait that functions as a guide or guidance for human beings who urge themselves to behave according to the degree of obedience to God as an awareness of an individual’s relationship with his rabb. Religiosity has several functions one of which is a transformative function which is a means of religion that can change a person’s personal or group life into a new life according to the teachings of the religion he professes. The role of religion cannot be separated from consumption Islam. the role of faith becomes an important benchmark, because faith provides a worldview that tends to influence human personality, namely in behavior, lifestyle, tastes, and attitudes towards humans. Faith greatly affects the nature, quantity, and quality of consumption both in the form of material and spiritual satisfaction (Pratama: 2015).
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